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Abstract 
In accordance with multiple constrained QoS multicast routing problem, a new algorithm AQRAA (Agent-based 
Distributed QoS Multicast Routing Algorithm in Ad Hoc networks) is proposed based on Agent. AQRA takes 
advantage of the cooperation of different Agent groups to find the optimum multicast routing that satisfies the QoS 
constraint. AQRA exchanges and transmits routing information to obtain local optimum route and avoid cycle during 
the Agent meeting. The flexible routing switching and locking guarantees a successful routing connection. The 
experimental results indicate the feasibility and efficiency of AQRAA. 
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1. Introduction 
QoS multicast routing technique as a key network information transmission technology, which provides 
mass effect of the service performance aiming at different business and user groups, effectively utilizes the 
network resources [1]. Current QoS routing researches are divided into two categories: centralized routing 
and distributed routing. Centralized algorithm requires that each node in the network has to grasp all the 
information of the network. Therefore, updating the global state occupies large bandwidth, which is not 
realistic in large networks; while distributed algorithm only needs to maintain local information for route 
discovery. And the computing work distributes to every node in the network, which in essence is a parallel 
computing, significantly saving the computing time. 
In recent years, many scholars dedicate to the researches of distributed QoS multicast routing 
algorithms, which provide a heuristic means for the minimum cost of the NP problem. Faloutsos [2] 
proposes QoSMIC Algorithm based on RPF (Reverse Path Forwarding). However, the drawback is that 
even if the path meeting the QoS requirements exists in the network, that path will be discarded because it 
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is not the shortest one, resulting in a lower success rate of the algorithm. Li [3] proposes QMRP Algorithm, 
but the algorithm has shortcomings such as computational complexity and large communication overhead. 
This article will apply agent to the QoS multicast routing, and propose an Agent-based distributed QoS 
multicast routing algorithm. The characteristics of mobile agent technology, such as autonomy, mobility, 
asynchronous operation and so on, make it can reduce network bandwidth, improve the efficiency of 
resource utilization and implement a flexible parallel computing [4]. Agent moves in the network carrying 
information. Different types of Agent collaborate with each other to quickly find the best path that meets 
the QoS constraints. 
2. Network Model of Multicast Routing with QoS Constrains 
We can express computer network as a weighted, directed and connected graph G = (V, E), where V is 
the node set, E is the edge set and each edge means a communication link connecting two network nodes. 
Let e = (u, v) denotes the edge from node u to node v, and e' = (v, u) denotes the edge from node v to node 
u. The source node s∈V, the destination nodes set M⊆V. Δdelay, Δbandwidth and Δenergy respectively 
represent time delay, bandwidth and energy constraint. 
Consider the multicast routing problem: given a multicast tree T (s, M), where s is the root of the tree 
and M⊆V. It satisfies the following conditions: 
Time delay from s to any destination node d, 
( , ) ( , )
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Bandwidth of link from s to any destination node d satisfies: 
 B(e) ≥ Δbandwidth, e∈(s, d)                                                (2) 
Minimal energy cost of any node i bypasses s satisfies: 
E(i)≥ Δenergy, i∈V                                                               (3) 
Total cost of the tree is minimal: 
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We construct a multicast tree T(s, M), for given multicast requests, which meets the following 
conditions: 
• s∈V, M⊆V; 
• D(T) ≤ Δdelay; 
• B(T) ≥ Δbandwidth; 
• E(T) ≥ Δenergy; 
• C(T) = min C(T’(s, M)). 
In which, D(T) means the time delay of the multicast tree T(s, M), B(T) means the bandwidth of T(s, 
M), E(T) means the energy of T(s, M) and T’(s, M) means the set of multicast trees meeting the above four 
conditions. 
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3. Algorithm Model 
Structure of Node Routing Table Maintained by Agent 
Each node implementing our algorithm should maintain a routing table, which contains the 
probabilities to select adjacent nodes when different destination nodes. Routing table of node x table (x) is 
shown in Table Ι. 
TABLE I. STRUCTURE OF ROUTING TABLE 
 
In the routing table, pdm(x, ar) denotes the probability of selecting neighbor node ar as the next routing 
node when destination node is dm. Here, ar represents any node of its neighbor node, a total of r; dm means 
any node in the network, a total of m. Current node chooses the next node routing to destination dm 
according to pdm(x, ar). 
The data in table 1 satisfy (5): 
  [ ]( , ) 1, 1, (5)
r
dm r
r N
p x a m N
∈
= ∈∑  
Nr denotes the number of adjacent nodes of node dm, N represents all the nodes of current network. 
Related Rules 
In our algorithm, the system model consists of the following two rules: 
Rule 1 State transition rule. 
At t time, the probability of no. k Agent chooses the next node j in the node i is figured according to: 
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In which, i is the current node, j is the next hop node, τij(t) means the sent data from node i to j at t time 
(the number of packets or bytes), τij’(t) means the sent data from node i to j at t time, λij(t) denotes the load 
factor of link (i, j) at t time (equation (7)), β is the degree of importance of the link utilization [5], Ni 
represents the number of all the adjacent nodes of node i. 
We employ load balancing strategy based on link utilization, and the introduction of load factor 
transfers the service streams to relatively light links, which reduces the possibility of congestion resulted 
by uneven traffic distribution to the minima [6] and maximize the utilization of available bandwidth. 
Specifically described as follows: 
Set δ(i, j) for the utilization of link (i, j), ε(i, j) for the load of link (i, j), C(i, j) for the capacity of link (i, 
j), ξijk for the connection flag of service stream k in link (i, j), if service flow k bypasses link (i, j), then ξijk 
is set to 1, else 0. πk denotes the bandwidth requirement of service stream k, that is: 
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In which, b is a constant, and N is the the number of connections on current link (i, j). 
Rule 2 Local refresh rule. 
As the nodes in Ad Hoc network are charged by battery, in order to avoid excessive use of nodes and 
making algorithm fall into local optimal solution [7], we change certain parameters through adaptivity [8] 
and introduce time factor to reduce the probability to choose the last path. After each Agent goes through 
link (i, j), the data values of (i, j) locally refresh themselves according to: 
       ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 (8)kij ij ijt tτ ρ τ ρ τ+ = − ⋅ + Δ  
 Q/D(i,j)   if Agent k goes through link (i,j) 
0        else 
In which, ρ∈(0,1) is time factor, △τijk means the incremental value of link (i, j), D(i,j) is the 
transmission delay on link (i, j), Q is a constant. 
Type and Structure of Agent 
The key of distributed routing algorithm is how to communicate and transmit their state information [9]. 
Multiple route Agents sent by routing nodes traverse the entire network to collect the global information. 
Three types of Agents are defined according to different functions: 
Definition 4 Exploratory Agent (EA): For a given routing request, the source node s will 
simultaneously release m Agents (m is the number of possible destination nodes) to search the paths from 
the source node to all objectives and their actual connections. Those m Agents are called Exploratory 
Agents. 
Definition 5 Service Agent (SA): When EA first goes through a router; it will copy itself to retain a 
copy in the router. This copy of the Agent is called Service Agent. Service Agent is responsible for 
maintaining and updating the status information. And each node can only have one service Agent. 
Definition 6 Update Agent (UA): Agent which is responsible for updating the “outdated memory” in 
routers (i.e. the information inaccurately stored in SA) is named Update Agent. UA will disappear after 
reaching the source node. 
EA, SA and UA have the same packet structure, which consists of multicast routing request 
identification (ID), Agent ID (ID_Agent), Agent type (type), the destination node (aim), Taboo Table 
(tabuID_Agent), time delay (delay), the minimum residual bandwidth (bandwidth), the minimum residual 
energy (energy) and the cost (cost). Seen as Table ІΙ: 
TABLE II. PACKET STRUCTURE OF AGENT 
ID ID_Agent type aim tabuID_Agent delay bandwidth energy cost 
Agent Conversation 
The process which EA and SA communicate with each other and choose a better path is called Agent 
Conversation. In the phase of path discovery, when EA reaches a node and SA exists in the node, Agent 
Conversation is then triggered. 
According to local evaluation criteria and comparing corresponding QoS satisfaction in EA and SA, 
different type of Agent Conversations are performed, which are Discard Model and Alternative Model. 
△τijk = 
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Definition 7 Discard Model: If the value of cost in packet of EA is greater than or equal to that in SA 
of node u, Agent Conversation is Discard Mode. EA replicates itself and create a new EA. This new EA 
selects the next hop node v according to both the routing table of node u table(u) and Rule 1. EA sets its 
type to UA, reversely traverses the nodes in its taboo table, and sweeps the SA in the nodes. UA dies until 
it reaches the source node s. 
Definition 8 Alternative Model: If the value of cost in packet of EA is less than that in SA of node u, 
Agent Conversation is Alternative Model. SA of the node sets its type to UA, reversely traverses the nodes 
in its taboo table, and sweeps the SA in the nodes. UA dies until it reaches the source node s. EA copy 
itself as a new SA and the new SA retains in node u. EA selects the next hop node v according to both the 
routing table of node u table(u) and Rule 1. 
Routing switch and lock connection 
We define two strategies: Switching and Locking. Switching is used to choose a current optimal local 
path; Locking is used to protect the established route. These two strategies are included in the connection 
process of routing. 
Definition 9 Switching: suppose that no. k EA reaches a certain destination node, then returns multicast 
sources according to its own taboo table and establishes a connection. In the process of connection, if SA’s 
ID_agent of a node in the path is not equal to k, the number before the node in EA’s taboo table update 
themselves in accordance with the node number in SA’s taboo table, and routing connection continues 
conforming to the new taboo table. This process is called Switching. 
Definition 10 Locking: In the process of establishing a connection, EA sets every passed node’s EA set 
to “read only”, and not allows other Agents to modify that SA any more. This process is called Locking. 
4. AQRA Algorithm Design 
Step1: Input request, request( id, source, aims, Δdelay, Δdelay_jitter, Δbandwidth). 
Step2: Initialize the probabilities of each node; for the source node s, produces m EA, and sorts those 
by destination nodes’ IDs. 
Step3: For the no. k (k = 1 ... m) EA, initialize the packet of EA: ID = id, ID_Agent = k, aim = aimk, 
tabuID_Agent = {s}, delay = 0, bandwidth = max(B(e)), energy = max(E(i)), e∈E, i∈V. 
Step4: When no. k EA reaches node u, if aim = u, EA returns the multicast source, sets up routing 
connections, simultaneously conducts switching and locking process, refreshes the data values of every 
link in this path, and refreshes each node’s routing table by Rule 1. Otherwise, turn to the next step. 
Step5: If node u does not have SA, EA selects the next hop node v according to routing table(u) and 
Rule 1, copy itself as SA to retain in node u and switch to the next step. Otherwise, node u implements of 
Agent Conversation and turns to the next step. 
Step6: If v∈tabuk, EA returns node u, refreshes the data value in link (u, v) by Rule 2 and turns to Step 
3. Otherwise, turn to the next step. 
Step7: If delay+D(u, v)+D(v) ≤ Δ delay, refresh link (u, v) by Rule 2, meanwhile refresh 
delay=delay+D(u, v)+D(v) in EA and switch to the next step. If EA backs to node u, refresh the data value 
in link (u, v) by Rule 2 and turn to Step3. 
Step8: If B(u, v)≥Δbandwidth, update bandwidth = min(bandwidth, B(u, v)) in EA and switch to the 
next step. Otherwise, EA backs to node u, refreshes the data value in link (u, v) by Rule 2 and turns to 
Step3. 
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Step9: If E(v)≥Δ energy, refresh the data value in link (u, v) by Rule 2, meanwhile refresh 
energy=min(energy, E(v)) and tabuk=tabuk+{v} in EA, and switch to the next step. Otherwise, EA backs to 
node u, refreshes the data value in link (u, v) by Rule 2 and turns to Step3. 
Step10: If the sent number of no. k Agent n(k) is greater than Send Limit Times (SL), the algorithm is 
terminated. Algorithm considers that the current network does not meet the need of users’ multicast QoS 
requests, and requests to renegotiate QoS parameters. Otherwise, switch to Step2 and repeat the above 
steps until all the m EA complete their connection, then each node removes SA and algorithm ends. 
5. Algorithm Performance Analyses 
We simulate algorithm AQRA to verify its efficiency. Simulation conducts in network model of size 
100. We select 20 destination nodes, time delay of nodes and links is between 20ms and 180ms, 20ms 
increment each time; delay jitter is between 0 and 10ms; link bandwidth is between 500 kb/s to 3000 kb/s; 
nodes are distributed in the region 300×300. Enter multicast routing request: Δdelay = 600ms, 
Δdelay_jitter = 30ms, Δbandwidth = 1000kb / s. 
First, we test the routing success rates under different delay constraints, and the results are shown in Fig. 
1. It reveals that under smaller delay constraint, that is the delay requirements of users are high, success 
rates of three algorithms are not high. It is because the possibility of failure to search feasible route really 
exists. However, as the delay constraint increases, routing success rates all increase, and our proposed 
algorithm has higher success rate than QoSMIC and QMRP because it is derived through positive feedback 
[10]. 
 
Figure 1. Average Success Rates under Different Delay Constraints 
 
Figure 2. Costs of Multicast Tree under Different Delay Constraints 
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Figure 3. Costs of Multicast Tree under different Group Sizes 
Second, we test the average costs of finding multicast tree under different delay constraints. Here, 
define the minimum of delay constraint minD = max ({dm | m∈M, dm is the time delay of the shortest 
path from s to m}), and for the smaller delay, there is no multicast tree meeting the delay constraint. Fig. 2 
shows the results. From the figure, our proposed algorithm has the lowest multicast cost under different 
delay constraints. 
Fig. 3 shows the relationship between the cost of multicast tree and the number of destination nodes of 
multicast tree. It can be seen that AQRA has the lowest cost, and as the group size increases, its increment 
is the smallest. This proves that our algorithm can adapt to large scale networks. 
Conclusions 
In this paper, a distributed QoS multicast routing algorithm based on Agent is proposed to solve the 
QoS multicast routing problem in Ad Hoc Networks. We make full use of the characteristics of Agent, like 
distributed and parallel, and construct routing table with the probability values. The router itself neither 
needs to have QoS routing functions nor maintain a QoS routing table, only has to provide the operating 
environment for Agent and associated data structures. Each node in the network just has to gasp local state 
information, instead of maintaining global network information. By the interaction and transmission of 
routing information during the process of Agent communication and the cooperation of different types of 
Agents, algorithm AQRA finally successfully finds the multicast routing meeting QoS requirements and 
establishes the connection. Experiments show that the algorithm is an effective and feasible distributed 
QoS Multicast Routing Algorithm. 
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